Data Analysis Exercise

Advise to Students

What you will be expected to be able to do:

To explain:
·	the Photoelectric Effect
·	the motion of electric charges in an electric field


To:
·	calculate the size of an electric field between parallel plates,
·	calculate the size of an electric force on an electric charge,
·	calculate an electron’s speed and kinetic energy when accelerated by an electric field,
·	convert energy values between the units of electron volts and joules,
·	use the relationship Emax = hf – W to calculate the Work Function, Planck’s Constant and Threshold Frequency.


To:
·	plot data in a graph
·	analyse and interpret a graph, including error analysis




Light and Matter: Data Analysis Exercise

Data:		Formula
Speed of Light 	c = 3.0 x 108 m/s	Energy change of electrons E = Vq
Mass of electron	m = 9.1 x 10-31 kg	Energy of photons	E = hf
Charge on electron	q = 1.6 x 10-19 C	Photoelectric Effect KEmax = hf - W
Planck’s constant	h = 6.63 x 10-34 J.s = 4.1 x 10-15 eV.s 	Photon momentum p = h/
		De Broglie wavelength  = h/p
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Plate separation = 0.60 cm

Light of a set frequency is shone onto a plate of Sodium.  Electrons are ejected towards to the top plate, which is connected to the negative of a variable power supply.  The voltage is increased until the current decreases to zero, and the voltage was recorded.  The frequency was changed and the experiment repeated.

The following results were obtained.

Frequency
x 1014(Hz)
Stopping voltage (V)
5.3
0.45
6.9
1.0
7.75
1.3
8.25
1.6
9.9
2.4
11.9
3.15

1.	Plot this experimental data for Sodium (4 marks)

2.	Use your graph to determine values for Planck’s Constant, the Threshold Frequency and the Work Function for the metal.  Use the spread of the data points in the graph to determine the uncertainty in each of these three values, that is, express each value in the form: 10.5 +/- 0.3.  Give the value of Planck’s Constant in both Joule.sec and in eV.sec, similarly give the value of the Work Function in eV and in Joules. (8 marks)

3.	On the same axes draw the graph you would expect to get for Potassium, given that it has a larger Work Function than Sodium. (2 marks)

4.	In the data above for the frequency of  8.25 x 1014 Hz, a voltage of 1.6 V stopped the most energetic electron from crossing the gap.  Use the data above to calculate the following:
a.	The speed of the electron as it left the positive plate,
b.	The strength of the Electric Field between the plates, and
c.	The size of the Electric Force decelerating the electron. (3 + 2 + 2 = 7 marks)

5.	Describe how the Photoelectric Effect supports the Particle model of light and does not support the Wave model of light. (3 marks)

